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ABSTRACT
Hardware-in-the-loop (HiL) testing is an important step in the de-
velopment of cyber physical systems (CPS). CPS HiL test cases
manipulate hardware components, are time-consuming and their
behaviors are impacted by the uncertainties in the CPS environment.
To mitigate the risks associated with HiL testing, engineers have to
ensure that (1) HiL test cases are well-behaved, i.e., they implement
valid test scenarios and do not accidentally damage hardware, and
(2) HiL test cases can execute within the time budget allotted to
HiL testing. This paper proposes an approach to help engineers
systematically specify and analyze CPS HiL test cases. Leveraging
the UML profile mechanism, we develop an executable domain-
specific language, HITECS, for HiL test case specification. HITECS
builds on the UML Testing Profile (UTP) and the UML action lan-
guage (Alf). Using HITECS, we provide analysis methods to check
whether HiL test cases are well-behaved, and to estimate the execu-
tion times of these test cases before the actual HiL testing stage. We
apply HITECS to an industrial case study from the satellite domain.
Our results show that: (1) HITECS is feasible to use in practice;
(2) HITECS helps engineers definemore complete and effective well-
behavedness assertions for HiL test cases, compared to when these
assertions are defined without systematic guidance; (3) HITECS
verifies in practical time that HiL test cases are well-behaved; and
(4) HITECS accurately estimates HiL test case execution times.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering→Model-driven software en-
gineering; Specification languages; Software verification and
validation;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Cyber physical systems (CPS) are increasingly ubiquitous, and in-
clude many of the critical systems used in domains such as aviation,
aerospace, automotive and healthcare. CPS are subject to extensive
testing. A key testing activity is Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL) testing,
which is aimed at testing a CPS after the integration of the system’s
actual software and hardware. HiL testing – not to be confused with
HiL simulation, where some or all the hardware components may
be simulated [25] – typically takes place at the far end of the system
quality assurance spectrum and as part of acceptance testing [5].

An important characteristic of HiL testing is that, due to the
involvement of actual hardware, HiL test cases have the potential
to damage the system under test (SUT) or its environment. This
necessitates that engineers should verify HiL test cases, before these
test cases are exercised on the actual system, to ensure that the
test cases are well-behaved. That is, the test cases must implement
valid test scenarios and not pose undue risks to the SUT or its
environment. An example of a potentially damaging behavior is
attempting to supply a voltage to a hardware component beyond the
limits that the component has been designed to support. Although
such an abnormal case may be useful for robustness testing of the
CPS control software, this is not the objective during HiL testing.

A second important characteristic of HiL testing is that the dura-
tion of testing is often limited. While time budget constraints apply
to virtually all stages of system development and testing, there is an
additional major factor at play for CPS HiL testing. Since many CPS
are deployed in harsh environments, the time spent on HiL testing
can cut directly into the service life of a CPS. For example, once
launched into orbit, a satellite has an average lifespan of 15 years.
A mere two-month-long HiL testing process – not uncommon for
satellites – would reduce the active service life of the satellite by
more than 1%. To develop HiL test plans that can run under tight
time budget constraints, engineers need to draw up accurate a-
priori estimates about the execution time of HiL test cases. A key
complexity that arises when performing such estimations is the
uncertainty in the SUT environment. For example, a test case may
take significantly longer to run when the hardware components
of the SUT need to be re-calibrated during test execution, e.g., to
adapt to the system’s ambient temperature.

In this paper, we develop an executable language for specifying
HiL test cases and HiL platforms. Our language aims at enabling
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the two tasks described above, i.e., well-behavedness checking of
HiL test cases and estimating their execution times. Both tasks are
performed before the actual HiL testing stage and using models of
HiL test cases and the underlying HiL platform.

The benefits of model-based analysis for CPS are widely ac-
knowledged [16, 24, 27, 33, 41, 51]. In particular and in the area
of model-based testing, approaches exist for automated genera-
tion of CPS test cases [7, 8, 50]. The test cases produced by these
approaches are nevertheless partial and abstract, thus requiring
considerable manual effort before they can be used as HiL test
cases [48]. Industry standards such as TTCN-3 [42] and UTP [44]
support detailed specification of tests in general. These standards,
however, do not specifically address CPS HiL testing and are, on
their own, inadequate for our analytical needs. From a conceptual
standpoint, our work is distinguished from the existing work in
that it is not motivated by the analysis of a SUT, but rather the anal-
ysis of the test cases exercised against a SUT. This type of analysis,
which is a necessity for CPS HiL testing and potentially beyond,
has not been sufficiently explored to date.

Contributions. The contributions of this paper are three-fold:
1) A modeling language for specifying CPS HiL test cases. We

develop the Hardware-In-the-loop TEst Case Specification (HITECS)
language. HITECS is a textual language defined using the UML pro-
file mechanism [43]. A key characteristic of HITECS is that it has an
execution semantics and specific constructs to capture uncertainty.
HITECS customizes the UML Testing Profile (UTP) [44] to the HiL
testing context. To do so, HITECS further uses the textual syntax
of the Action Language for Foundational UML (Alf) [3], adopting
Alf’s execution semantics. HITECS is informed and motivated by
the existing literature on HiL testing [1, 4, 9].

2) Analysis framework. Leveraging HITECS, we develop a frame-
work to: (i) ensure, via formal verification, that HiL test cases prop-
erly manipulate and interact with the SUT as well as any additional
instruments that provide inputs to the SUT or monitor its outputs,
and (ii) estimate, via simulation, the execution times of HiL test
cases and thus improve HiL test planning. For verification, we pro-
vide guidelines that help engineers systematically specify assertions
regarding the well-behavedness of HiL test cases. We then apply an
existing model checker, JavaPathFinder [46], to HITECS test specifi-
cations in order to determine whether they satisfy their assertions.
To simulate HiL test cases, HITECS provides customizable, side-
effect-free annotations and a simulation engine, allowing engineers
to approximate test case execution times based on, for example,
expert knowledge and historical data.

3) Industrial case study. We evaluate HITECS using an industrial
case study from the satellite domain. Our evaluation results show
that: (i) HITECS is applicable in practice and capable of capturing
real-world HiL test cases, (ii) HITECS enables engineers to define
more complete and effective verification assertions than those spec-
ified based on domain expertise alone; (iii) HITECS model checking
conclusively verifies satellite HiL test cases in practical time; and
(iv) HITECS simulation provides accurate estimates for the execu-
tion times of satellite HiL test cases.

Structure. Section 2motivates the paper. Section 3 outlines our ap-
proach. Section 4 describes HITECS. Section 5 presents the HITECS
analysis framework. Section 6 evaluates HITECS. Section 7 com-
pares with related work. Section 8 concludes the paper.
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Figure 1: A simplified and partial view of the HiL test plat-
form for a satellite after launch [39].

2 MOTIVATING CASE STUDY
We motivate our work with an industrial HiL testing case study
from the satellite domain. Our case study is about in-orbit testing
of satellite systems. In-orbit testing, which is part of the satellite
HiL testing process, takes place after launching a satellite into orbit
and before the satellite goes into active service. Figure 1 shows a
simplified test platform for in-orbit testing of a new satellite, which
in addition to the satellite itself, involves a number of test instru-
ments. Test instruments generate inputs to be fed to the SUT and
monitor the SUT outputs. Specifically, the in-orbit test platform of
a satellite includes, among other test instruments, an antenna for
communication with the satellite and the following devices: syn-
thesizers to generate input signals; spectrum analyzers to monitor
and analyze the output signals; amplifiers to boost the power of
signals being transmitted, or to filter out noise; and mechanical and
electrical switches that determine the signal routing.

HiL test cases for in-orbit testing of a satellite typically include
the following operations [39]: setup, main, and teardown. (1) The
setup operation brings to a ready state the satellite as well as
any test instruments used. This operation may further involve
(re)calibrating the test instruments to ensure their accuracy under
the environmental conditions at the time of testing. (2) The main
operation exercises some satellite behavior based on the satellite’s
requirements. To do so, the main operation executes a sequence of
steps. The following describes example steps of a main operation:
First, signals (test inputs) with specific frequencies and power val-
ues are generated by the source synthesizer. The generated signals
are then transferred to the antenna to be sent to the satellite. Finally,
the satellite output signals are sent to the ground station and trans-
ferred to the spectrum analyzer so that they can be visualized and
analyzed. (3) The teardown operation brings the satellite and test
instruments to a standby state by performing cleanup operations
on them. In our case study, teardown can, for example, result in
reconfiguring certain parts of the satellite or the test instruments to
save energy, and muting instruments to ensure that no undesirable
signal is accidentally sent to the satellite.

During our collaboration with our industry partner, SES Net-
works, the engineers described a pressing need for automated tech-
niques to support the following tasks in relation to HiL test cases:

Verifying HiL test cases. Like most CPS software, HiL test
cases are complex and critical, and may contain faults. Faulty HiL
test cases may generate invalid test results, may damage test instru-
ments or the SUT, or may waste energy, time and other valuable
resources. For example, a satellite may be damaged if the power
of the signal sent to it exceeds its limits. Engineers therefore need
techniques to ensure that HiL test cases are well-behaved and exer-
cise valid test scenarios prior to executing them on the actual HiL
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Figure 2: HITECS overview.

platform. In Section 3, we precisely define the well-behavedness
requirements that HiL test cases should meet.

Estimating the execution time of HiL test cases. In-orbit
testing can take several weeks during which a satellite does not pro-
vide any service or revenue. The engineers thus have to carefully
plan the HiL testing process and optimize its duration, knowing
that delays can be extremely costly. To enable engineers to plan HiL
testing effectively and to mitigate the risk of missing deadlines, they
need to be able to accurately estimate the execution times of individ-
ual HiL test cases. As discussed earlier, the execution times of HiL
test cases are impacted by environmental factors. For example, the
execution times of satellite HiL test cases depend on whether the an-
tenna is already pointing to the satellite under test or not. If not, test
case execution may take longer since moving the antenna requires
extra time. An immediate implication here is that test case execution
times should be estimated as ranges instead of exact values.

The analysis tasks discussed above are not specific to in-orbit test-
ing of satellites, and are recurring in other CPS domains, as observed
in both our earlier work [1, 29, 30] and that of others [27, 31, 51]. In
the next sections, we provide an approach for specifying, verifying
and simulating HiL test cases in such a way that the above tasks
can be performed systematically and with computerized support.

3 OVERVIEW
Figure 2 shows an overview of our approach for the specification
and analysis of CPS HiL test cases. The core component of our
approach is a modeling language, called Hardware-In-the-loop TEst
Case Specification (HITECS), defined to specify HiL test cases and
to support effective automation of the two analysis tasks motivated
in Section 2 and described below:

Model checking. We verify HiL test cases to ensure their well-
behavedness. We define a HiL test case to be well-behaved if it
satisfies the following requirements:
(1) The test case properly initializes (resp. cleans up) the involved

components before (resp. after) using them.
(2) Before sending data to a component, the test case ensures that

the component is in a state where it can process the data.
(3) The test case ensures that any data sent to / received from a

component is within the operating ranges of the component.
To enable the verification of HiL test cases for well-behavedness:

(1) we provide guidelines for engineers to systematically specify the
above requirements in terms of assertions inserted in HITECS test
specifications, and (2) we apply model checking [17] to HITECS
test specifications to determine whether the assertions hold.

Simulation. HITECS has an execution semantics, enabling the
simulation of HiL test cases at an early stage and without the
involvement of hardware. This in turn makes it possible to estimate
the execution times of HiL test cases without having to exercise
them against the SUT. More precisely, HITECS allows engineers to

Table 1: HITECS contributions to UTP.

C# Descriptions of HITECS contributions to UTP

C1 HITECS provides tailored concepts for CPS HiL testing
C2 HITECS provides quantitative means for capturing the degree of confidence about

test oracles (verdicts)
C3 HITECS provides an explicit mechanism to express the uncertainties in the CPS

environment
C4 HITECS enables model checking of HiL test cases for well-behavedness
C5 HITECS provides simulation facilities for estimating the execution time of HiL

test cases

specify the execution time values for individual statements in a HiL
test case based on, for example, expert judgment, historical data or
analytical techniques. These values are subsequently used by the
HITECS simulation engine to generate distributions that capture
ranges of the actual execution times of HiL test cases.

4 TEST SPECIFICATION
HITECS tailors the UML Testing Profile (UTP) [44] and Action
Language for Foundational UML (Alf) [3] to specify CPS HiL test
cases. In Section 4.1, we provide background on UTP and Alf, and
in Section 4.2, we present HITECS.

4.1 Background on UTP and Alf
UTP is a standard language based on UML for specifying common
concepts in various testing approaches. As UTP is a profile of UML,
it can be combined with other profiles and be extended or tailored
to different development practices. The testing concepts in UTP
are quite generic, and there is no existing work on tailoring or
customizing these concepts to HiL testing. Further, UTP does not
have a formal execution semantics, and cannot readily support the
verification and simulation of CPS HiL test cases.

Alf is a textual modeling language, specifying the UML modeling
elements. Its primary goal is to provide an executable semantics for
UMLmodels (e.g., operations of classes). Alf specification fragments
can be combined with UML models to make them executable. Alter-
natively, Alf can be seen as a stand-alone language since, in addition
to the UML behavior, it can textually represent the UML structure.
The execution semantics of Alf is defined by mapping the Alf con-
crete syntax to the abstract syntax of the standard Foundational
Subset for Executable UML Models (i.e., Foundational UML) [21].

4.2 The HITECS language
HITECS extends UTP and uses the textual notation and executable
semantics of Alf. Since Alf and UTP are both UML-based, HITECS
can seamlessly combine them. The execution semantics of Alf pro-
vides a rich basis for verification and simulation. Based on our
experience and feedback from practitioners, we find Alf’s textual
notation more suitable for HiL test cases than visual notations, since
HiL test cases typically contain lengthy sequences of statements.

We identified the modeling concepts of HITECS by studying
the UTP modeling elements, the formalization of acceptance test-
ing concepts in our earlier work [39] and the CPS testing litera-
ture [1, 4, 9]. Table 1 outlines themain improvements and extensions
that HITECS provides over UTP. Overall, HITECS provides five new
extensions that are instrumental either to specifying HiL test cases,
or to verifying or simulating them. In this section, we introduce
HITECS by describing and illustrating the contributions outlined in
Table 1. Figure 3 shows the HITECS profile. As shown by the figure,
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Figure 3: The HITECS profile (extension of UTP).

Table 2: The HiLPlatform package stereotypes.

Stereotype Description

HiLComponent A HiL component is either the SUT or a (peripheral) test instrument
required to execute a HiL test case

CompProperty A property that characterizes a component state
CompOperation An operation of a component that is called by a test case
Initialize An operation to initialize a component
Act An operation performing a main function of a component
Cleanup An operation to cleanup a component

HITECS is organized into four packages, HiLPlatform, TestBe-
havior, TestAnalysis and TestSchedule, described below.

HiL Platform. A HiL platform is composed of the SUT and test
instruments required to execute HiL test cases. In HITECS, these
are defined by HiLComponent which extends UTP’s TestItem (i.e,
SUT) and TestComponent (i.e., test instruments). HITECS limits the
visibility of HiLComponent to its own properties and operations
due to the blackbox nature of HiL testing. Specifically, HITECS
guides test engineers to focus on specifying how HiL components
are used by the test cases instead of capturing the internals of the
components or how they interact with one another.

Table 2 describes the modeling concepts in the HiLPlatform
package of Figure 3. The HiLComponent concept has CompProp-
erty and CompOperation for capturing a component’s attributes
and operations, respectively. The operations of HiL components are
categorized as Initialize, Act, and Cleanup, and are respectively

1 component Synthesizer { HITECS
2 private frequency: Real;
3 private power: Real;
4
5 @Initialize
6 public init(in freq:Real , in power:Real){/*...*/}
7
8 @Cleanup
9 public cleanup () {/*...*/}
10
11 @Act
12 public generateSignal () {/* ... */}
13
14 @Act
15 public adjustPower(in degree:Real) {/*...*/}
16 }

Figure 4:HITECS specification of the synthesizer in Figure 1.

Table 3: The TestBehavior package stereotypes.

Stereotype Description

HiLTestCase A test case description specifying test properties (inputs, out-
puts and HiL components), a set of test operations, assertions,
simulation annotations and a test oracle

TestCaseProperty Inputs, outputs, and HiL components used by a test case
TestCaseOperation An operation consisting of a sequence of statements involving

calls to HiL components (i.e., SUT and test instruments)
Setup A test operation that initializes a test
Main A test operation that performs the main function of a test
Teardown A test operation that cleans up a test
Oracle A mechanism to determine whether a test passes or fails with

a confidence level (e.g., pass with 100% confidence or fail with
40% confidence)

TestResult Actual test outputs
Unknown A literal constant to represent uncertainty

tagged by @Initialize, @Act, and @Cleanup annotations. Note
that a component may have several operations tagged as @Act. The
Initialize operation of a component sets the component into a
ready state from which it can execute its Act operations. Dually,
the Cleanup operation moves the component into a standby state
indicating that the component is not in use. For instance, Figure 4 is
an example specification of a synthesizer which is used to generate
input signals for the satellite under test (see Figure 1). The Syn-
thesizer component has two attributes, frequency and power,
specifying its output signals. The init() operation adjusts fre-
quency and power to some desired values that can further be mod-
ified through generateSignal() and adjustPower() depending
on the test case. The cleanup() operation turns off the synthesizer
to ensure that it does not interfere with other components. In this
paper, we use /* ... */ (e.g., line 6 in Figure 4) in HITECS specification
figures to omit irrelevant details.

Test behavior. The TestBehavior package in Figure 3 contains
the HiL test case specification concepts. Table 3 describes these
concepts. Below, we describe how the TestBehavior modeling
concepts capture test cases, test oracles and uncertainties in the
environment.

Test cases. A test case is defined by HiLTestCase and includes
TestCaseProperty, TestCaseOperation, and Oracle. TestCase-
Property captures test data such as input and output variables and
HiL components used by a test case. Each test case has one Setup,
one Main, and one Teardown operation tagged by @Setup, @Main,
and @Teardown annotations, respectively. The Setup operation of
a test case contains a sequence of statements initializing the pa-
rameters and the HiL components used by the test case. The Main
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1 testcase TranslationFrequency { HITECS
2 private expTF: Real;
3 private meaTF: Real;
4 private frequency: Real;
5 private sat: Satellite;
6 private synth: Synthesizer;
7 private acu: ACU;
8 private sa: SpectrumAnalyzer;
9
10 @Setup
11 public setup() {
12 /* ... */
13 assert acu.satLongitude == sat.longitude;
14 assert acu.satLatitude == sat.latitude;
15 }
16
17 @Main
18 public measure () {
19 /* ... */
20 attenuation = Unknown;
21 /* ... */
22 //@SimTime ("synth.time.record", "uniform ")
23 synth.generateSignal ();
24 assert sa.PowerLevel () < Const:: PowerThreshold;
25 /* ... */
26 }
27
28 @Teardown
29 public teardown () {
30 /* ... */
31 assert synth.RFMode () == Synthesizer ::OFF;
32 }
33
34 @Oracle
35 public testOracle () : TestResult {
36 /* ... */
37 if (meaTF == expTF) {
38 return new TestResult(PASS);
39 } else {
40 diff = Abs(meaTF - expTF);
41 return new TestResult(diff /(1+ diff), FAIL);
42 }
43 }
44 }

Figure 5: (Simplified) HITECS specification for the transla-
tion frequency test case.
operation of a test case is executed after Setup and implements
the test scenario by manipulating HiL components used by the test
case. The Teardown operation of a test case is executed last and
cleans up the HiL components used by the test case.

Figure 5 shows an example of a HITECS specification for the
translation frequency test case of a satellite. The expTF and meaTF
variables specify the expected and the actual outputs of the test
case, respectively; frequency is the test input; and sat, synth, acu,
and sa are the required HiL components. The setup() operation
of the test case moves an antenna in a ground station to point
to the satellite under test; the measure() operation performs the
signal measurement procedure to assess the translation frequency
function of the satellite under test; and the teardown() operation
turns off the HiL component (e.g., synthesizer) used by the test case.

Test oracles. A test oracle determines whether a test case execu-
tion passes or fails. In HITECS, TestResult extends UTP’s Verdict
with a confidence level. A confidence level is an application-
specific notion capturing the degree of confidence in test verdicts.
Provided with a confidence level, the engineers will be better po-
sitioned to decide which failures they would like to inspect first.
A simple way to define the confidence level for numeric values
is as the deviation between the actual and expected test outputs.

Table 4: The TestAnalysis package stereotypes.

Stereotype Description

Assertion A predicate used to verify a test case
Annotation An annotation attached to a statement and used by the

HITECS simulator (e.g., to estimate the execution time of a
test case)

AnnotationSemantics An (operational) semantics of a simulation annotation

Table 5: Well-behavedness requirements for HiL testing.

R# Description of well-behavedness requirement

R1 A HiL component should be correctly configured during its initialization
R2 A HiL component should be in a state where they can properly process the data

that it receives from a test
R3 A HiL component should be cleaned up after finishing a test
R4 Inputs of a HiL component operation should be within valid ranges
R5 Outputs of a HiL component operation should be within valid ranges

Specifically, testOracle() (simplified for exposition) in Figure 5
determines the verdict by comparing the measured translation fre-
quency (meaTF) and the expected translation frequency (expTF).
When the two values are equal, a PASS verdict is returned by the
test oracle. Otherwise, a FAIL verdict is returned along with a con-
fidence level capturing the normalized deviation value between
meaTF and expTF.

Uncertainties. HITECS introduces a special Unknown literal to
represent a value that can be determined only at the time of HiL
testing and is unknown at the time of test specification. Test engi-
neers typically use Unknown for values that depend on uncertain
environmental factors that are not a-priori-known such as temper-
ature. For instance, line 20 in Figure 5 shows an example of using
Unknown for attenuation. Attenuation represents the reduction
of the amplitude of signals before they reach a satellite. Knowing
the attenuation (coefficient) is necessary for calculating an appro-
priate level of signal power. The exact value of the attenuation
nevertheless depends on environmental factors. For verification
and simulation (discussed in Section 5), the Unknown literals are
replaced with random-number generators, which yield random
numbers with the same type as the respective uncertain variables
and within ranges specified by engineers.

Test analysis. The TestAnalysis package in Figure 3 contains
the modeling concepts used for verification and simulation (Sec-
tion 5). Table 4 describes the concepts in this package. Among these
concepts, Assertion and Annotation appear inside a test case spec-
ification, whereas AnnotationSemantics needs to be provided as
a separate routine. The TranslationFrequency test specification
in Figure 5 exemplifies Assertion and Annotation. As for Anno-
tationSemantics, an example is provided in Figure 6 (discussed
later). Below, we elaborate the TestAnalysis package.

Assertions. HITECS defines the Assertion stereotype to spec-
ify the well-behavedness requirements of HiL test cases (see Sec-
tion 3). In Table 5, we use the HITECS terminology to restate the
well-behavedness requirements originally described in Section 3.
Assertions capturing these requirements can be added to any of the
test case operations (Setup, Main, and Teardown). For instance, the
assertions on lines 13-14 in Figure 5 are related to R1 in Table 5 and
specify that an antenna must point to the satellite under test after
executing setup() in Figure 5. The assertion on line 24 in Figure 5
is related to R5 in Table 5 and specifies that the power of the signals
sent to a satellite must be less than a threshold to avoid any damage
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1 annotationsemantics HITECS
2 SimTime(in record: String , in type: String): Real {
3 t: Real = 0;
4 /*@inline('Java ')
5 //... omitted
6 //list: contains time values in the record input
7 if (type.equals("uniform")) {
8 Random r = new Random ();
9 int size = list.size();
10 t = list.get(r.nextInt(size));
11 } else {
12 //t is determined by record and type
13 //e.g., triangular distribution
14 }
15 */
16 return t;
17 }

Figure 6: HITECS specification of @SimTime semantics.

to the satellite. Finally, the assertion on line 31 in Figure 5 is related
to R3 in Table 5 and describes that the synthesizer must be turned
off after the execution of the teardown() operation.

In general, one difficulty of applying verification techniques (e.g.,
model checking) is that the formal properties (e.g., assertions) are
not available, and engineers may not know how to produce them.
In the context of HITECS, engineers should transform the well-
behavedness requirements in Table 5 into formal assertions defined
based on HiL components’ operations and properties, and HiL
test case properties. These assertions should then be inserted into
proper locations in HiL test case operations. To support engineers in
developing assertions, in Section 5.1, we provide guidelines on how
to systematically write assertions based on the well-behavedness
requirements in Table 5 for HITECS test specifications.

Simulation annotations. HITECS simulation annotations aim to
specify information about the cost and performance of test case
statements in a way that the information can be interpreted by
our simulation engine (see Section 5.2). In particular, in our case
study, we use HITECS simulation annotations to specify the execu-
tion time of calls to HiL component operations. Our annotations
are nevertheless flexible and can be used for other purposes too.
The syntax of HITECS simulation annotations is represented as a
form of //@identifier(arguments) where identifier and ar-
guments denote the name and an optional list of arguments for
the annotation. Each annotation provides information about the
statement that immediately follows it. We refer to the statement
following an annotation as the annotated statement. For example,
@SimTime("synth.time.record","uniform") on line 22 in Fig-
ure 5 is an annotation providing information about the execution
times of its next statement, i.e., line 23. This annotation has Sim-
Time and ("synth.time.record","uniform") as its identifier
and arguments, respectively.

To make the annotations interpretable by our simulator, we re-
quire that test engineers should provide the (operational) semantics
of each annotation using Alf or Java routines. The routine speci-
fying the semantics of an annotation //@identifier(arguments)
must be named identifier(arguments). For example, Figure 6
illustrates the semantic routine related to the @SimTime annota-
tion in Figure 5. This routine is specified in Java since @SimTime’s
semantics relies on Java libraries for statistical analysis. In this
routine, the block between lines 4–15 is nested by the Alf state-
ment /*@inline(’Java’) ... */, indicating that the block is

Table 6: The TestSchedule package stereotypes.

Stereotype Description

HiLTestSuite An ordered list of test cases
HiLTestSchedule A procedure that defines the execution order of a test suite

1 scheduler ScheduleInOrbitTest () { HITECS
2 suite = new InOrbitSatTest ();
3 for (tc in suite) { //tc: test case
4 tc.run();
5 }
6 }

Figure 7: HITECS specification of a test scheduler.

HITECS
specifications
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Convert
HITECS assertions

Convert
HITECS annotations Execute Java Analyze traces Simulation
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HITECS into Java

Model checking

Simulation

Figure 8: Overview of the analysis component in Figure 2
performing model checking and simulation.

specified in Java. @SimTime has two arguments: record which is a
list of execution time values of the annotated statement, and type
which defines how a distribution can be built based on the values in
record. According to the @SimTime routine in Figure 6 (lines 7–10),
the @SimTime annotation in Figure 5 indicates that the execution
time of the statement synth.generateSignal() can take, with
an equal probability, any value from synth.time.record. In Sec-
tion 5.2, we will discuss how the annotation semantics are used
by our simulator. Note that, as we discuss in Section 5.2, HITECS
annotations are side-effect-free. This is in contrast to Alf annota-
tions in general, which are not necessarily side-effect-free and can
modify the behavior of the annotated statements.

TestSchedule. TestSchedule enables engineers to execute test
cases in a particular order. Table 6 describes the stereotypes in
TestSchedule of HITECS. For instance, ScheduleInOrbitTest in
Figure 7 runs the test cases in the InOrbitSatTest test suite based
on the order specified in suite. Line 4 in Figure 7 runs each test
case tc in suite by sequentially executing the @Setup, @Main, and
@Teardown operations of tc. Note that test oracle operations are
optional in HITECS (see Figure 3); hence, they may or may not be
invoked by test schedules.

5 SPECIFICATION ANALYSIS
In this section, we describe how HITECS enables model checking
and simulation of HiL test cases. Figure 8 shows the analysis com-
ponent of HITECS. Specifically, HITECS model checking contains
the following three steps: “Convert HITECS Assertions”, “Trans-
late HITECS into Java” and “Run JavaPathFinder”; and HITECS
simulation contains the following four steps: “Convert HITECS
Annotations”, “Translate HITECS into Java”, “Execute Java”, and
“Analyze traces”. Both analysis tasks translate HITECS specifica-
tions into Java (see the common step “Translate HITECS into Java”
in Figure 8). As discussed in Section 4, HITECS adopts the formal,
operational semantics of Alf. The translation of HITECS into Java
relies on the Alf semantics and prior translations of Alf into object-
oriented programming languages such as Java and C++. Due to
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Table 7: Guidelines prescribing assertions to be inserted into
HITECS specifications to verify the requirements in Table 5.

R# Assertion guideline related to requirement R#

R1 At the end of the Setup operation of a HiLTestCase, an assertion may check
if each CompProperty of each HiLComponent is properly initialized

R2 R5 After each CompOperation invocation by a HiLTestCase, an assertion may
check if the output of CompOperation is within its valid ranges; further, an
assertion may check if each CompProperty of each HiLComponent is set cor-
rectly

R2 R4 Before each CompOperation invocation by a HiLTestCase, assertions may
check if the input parameters of CompOperation are within their valid ranges;
further, an assertion may check if HiLComponent is in state where CompOper-
ation can be invoked

R3 At the end of the Teardown operation of a HiLTestCase, an assertion may
check if each CompProperty of each HiLComponent is properly cleaned up

space limitations, we omit the technical details of the translation,
and refer the interested reader to existing work [13, 14]. Below, we
explain the steps of model checking and simulation in HITECS.

5.1 Model checking
The goal of HITECSmodel checking is to show thewell-behavedness
of HITECS specifications based on the requirements in Table 5. To
do so, the requirements must first be specified in terms of assertions.
The effectiveness of model checking highly depends on the preci-
sion and quality of the underlying assertions. However, developing
assertions requires a lot of manual effort and poses a challenge to
test engineers who are typically experts in some CPS application
domain (e.g., automotive or space engineering), but not necessar-
ily in software engineering. To address this difficulty, we provide
guidelines to help test engineers specify precise well-behavedness
assertions for HiL test cases and place these assertions in appropri-
ate locations within HITECS specifications.

Table 7 presents our guidelines for specifying the assertions
induced by the requirements in Table 5. The guidelines specify
the content of assertions and their expected locations in HITECS
specifications. For example, the guideline in the first row of Table 7
(which prescribes assertions for checking whether the HiLCompo-
nent attributes are set correctly after the test case setup operations)
aims to capture requirement R1 in Table 5. The two assertions on
lines 13 and 14 in Figure 3 are written based on this guideline. Sim-
ilarly, the assertion on line 24 in Figure 3 is written based on the
guideline on the second row of Table 7. Finally, the assertion on
line 31 in Figure 3 follows the guideline on the last row of Table 7.

Having defined our guidelines for assertion specification, we
now describe the steps of HITECS model checking in Figure 8. The
“Convert HITECS assertions” step converts HITECS assertions into
Java assertions. Similarly, the “Translate HITECS into Java” step
produces the Java translations of HITECS specifications. In this
step, the Unknown literals in the HITECS specifications are replaced
with (Java) random-number generators, as explained in Section 4.2.
We apply JavaPathFinder [46] – a well-known and widely-used
model checking tool – to the generated Java translations. Apply-
ing JavaPathFinder to a Java program containing assertions leads
to one of the following situations: (1) JavaPathFinder terminates
and computes inputs violating some assertions in the program, or
(2) JavaPathFinder terminates and reports that all assertions hold
for all inputs, or (3) JavaPathFinder fails to terminate within the

1 Function Sum
2 Input traces: execution traces
3 Input id: annotation's identifier of interest
4 Output v: vector of values
5
6 v = [] //empty vector
7 for each trace in traces do
8 tmp = 0;
9 call_list = grep id in trace
10 //call_list: call statements to the semantic routine of id
11 for each call_stmt in call_list
12 ret = execute call_stmt
13 tmp = tmp + ret
14 v = add tmp to v

Figure 9: A pre-defined aggregator function of the “Analyze
traces” step in Figure 8.

time allotted. In cases (1) and (2), we say JavaPathFinder is conclu-
sive, and in case (3), say it is inconclusive. We chose to translate
HITECS specifications into Java since Alf constructs can be easily
mapped to Java. Alternatively, we could have translated HITECS
into other programming languages (e.g., C++) and used other model
checkers (e.g., CBMC [15]).

5.2 Simulation
In Section 4.2, we described the general syntax of HITECS simu-
lation annotations and how engineers can specify their semantic
routines. In this section, we describe the steps of the HITECS simu-
lation in Figure 8. We further show how the simulation annotations
can be used for estimating HITECS specification execution times.

The “Translate HITECS into Java” step produces Java translations
of HITECS specifications, excluding their simulation annotations.
The simulation annotations are handled separately by the “Convert
HITECS annotations” step, which creates a log statement corre-
sponding to each annotation and inserts the statement into the Java
translations. Every time we execute a Java translation of a HITECS
specification (using the “Execute Java” step), each log statement cor-
responding to the //@identifier(arguments) annotation inserts
into the output trace an invocation to the identifier(arguments)
semantic routine.

The last step, “Analyze traces”, computes the simulation results
based on the output traces generated by the “Execute Java” step.
This last step scans all the traces and executes the semantic routine
for each annotation whenever it encounters a call to that routine
in the traces. The outputs obtained from individual semantic rou-
tines should be aggregated to generate simulation results. To do
so, the “Analyze traces” step provides some pre-defined functions
aggregating these outputs. Specifically, for each annotation in the
input HITECS specifications, engineers need to either select an
aggregator function from the pre-defined ones or define their own
aggregator function. Figure 9 shows (in pseudo-code form) an ex-
ample aggregator function, pre-defined by the “Analyze traces” step.
This function computes a vector v such that every element of v is
related to one trace in traces and is the sum of the outputs of the
semantic routine of the id annotation appearing on that trace.

For example, Figure 10 shows how the HITECS simulation is used
to compute the execution time estimations for HiL test cases. Recall
that for this purpose engineers need to annotate statements using
@SimTime and provide a SimTime semantic routine (e.g., Figure 6).
We use the Sum aggregator function in Figure 9 to combine the
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…
SimTime(“acu.time.record”, “uniform”)
…
SimTime(“synth.time.record”, “uniform”)
…

Output traces

…
SimTime(“acu.time.record”, “uniform”)
…
SimTime(“synth.time.record”, “uniform”)
…

…
SimTime(“acu.time.record”, “uniform”)
…
SimTime(“synth.time.record”, “uniform”)
…

Execute Java Analyze traces

Aggregator function
«generates» «provides»

«are inputs of»

SimTime semantic routine
«invokes»e.g., Sum

Figure 10: Estimating the execution times of HiL test cases
using the HITECS simulation in Figure 8.

execution times of individual statements. The HITECS simulation
first simulates the HiL test case under analysis a number of times
based on different inputs and randomly-generated numbers for the
Unknown literals. This accounts for the randomness of the Unknown
literal and generates a set of traces corresponding to different inputs.
As shown in Figure 10, the output traces, which contain calls to the
SimTime routine, are passed to the Sum function. For each trace, the
Sum function computes the sum of the execution times generated
by calls to the SimTime routine and stores the sum in the vector v.
At the end, this vector represents a distribution of the execution
time values of the HiL test case under analysis obtained based on
several runs of the test case.

Note that as mentioned in Section 4.2, our annotations are side-
effect-free because our simulator executes the annotation routines
after executing the HITECS specifications and only to interpret
their output traces.

6 EVALUATION
This section describes our evaluation of the HITECS specification
and analysis framework through an industrial case study from
the satellite domain. Our (sanitized) case study data is available
online [38].

6.1 Research questions (RQs)
RQ1 (assertion guidelines): Are our guidelines for defining well-
behavedness assertions useful? HITECS model checking relies on
the guidelines that we provide to assist test engineers with defining
well-behavedness assertions (see Section 5.1). In RQ1, we investigate
whether our guidelines lead to more effective and complete well-
behavedness assertions for HiL test cases, compared to when these
assertions are defined without systematic guidance.

RQ2 (model checking): Can HITECS conclusively verify HiL test
case assertions in practical time? HITECS uses JavaPathFinder to
verify the assertions in HiL test cases. Although JavaPathFinder has
been successfully applied in some application domains [28, 45, 47],
it has not been previously evaluated for CPS test cases. In RQ2, we
investigate whether JavaPathFinder is able to conclusively verify
well-behavedness assertions of industry HiL test cases in practical
time (see the definition of conclusiveness in Section 5.1).

RQ3 (simulation): Can HITECS accurately estimate the execu-
tion times of HiL test cases via simulation? The HITECS simulation
generates in a randomized way a large number of HiL test case
traces and analyzes them based on the @SimTime annotation se-
mantics (see Section 5.2). To answer RQ3, we evaluate whether the
randomized HITECS simulation is able to accurately estimate the
execution times of industry HiL test cases.

6.2 Industrial study subjects
We have evaluated our approach by applying it to a real in-orbit-
testing case study from the satellite domain. The case study con-
text was described earlier in Section 2. Our evaluation is based on
seven representative HiL test scenarios from our industry partner,
SES Networks. Using textual documents provided by our industry
partner on in-orbit testing procedures, we created HITECS specifi-
cations for these seven scenarios. The resulting HITECS test case
specifications contain between 821 to 1123 statements each. In total,
these test case specifications use 16 different HiL components. Each
component has between zero to 25 attributes and between two to
27 operations. Each test case specification has five input parameters
and interacts with between 13 to 15 components.

The textual descriptions from our industry partner envisaged a
number of well-behavedness checks for each of the test scenarios
in our study. These checks were placed into the test scenarios based
solely on the domain knowledge of the engineers, and without
following a systematic process. We converted these checks into
HITECS assertions and inserted them into our HITECS specifi-
cations. On average, we had 53.4 assertions per specification. As
we will discuss in Section 6.3, to answer RQ1, we compare these
assertions, which are rather ad-hoc and defined without system-
atic guidance, with the well-behavedness assertions that we derive
based on our guidelines in Table 7.

In addition, for each of the seven test cases in our study, we ob-
tained historical data files from real-world executions of the tests in
previous in-orbit testing campaigns performed on satellites and HiL
platforms similar to ours. Specifically, the data files were obtained
based on components that were identical or near-identical to our
case study components, the same satellite orbital characteristics,
and the same ground station for communicating with the satellite.
In general, such usable historical data is obtainable for many CPS,
since these systems often share a lot of common components with
previous systems. Furthermore, new CPS components typically
come with detailed technical specifications and performance data
from the manufacturers. In our case study, we extracted from the
available historical data execution time values for the component
operation calls as well as the whole HiL test cases. We use these
values to answer RQ3.

6.3 Experiment design
To answer RQ1 and RQ2, we rely on mutation analysis [26] of test
cases. Specifically, we created faulty test cases using an automated
fault injection method. To do so, we designed a number of mutation
operators to capture common faults in this domain. The operators
were designed based on our discussions with domain experts as
well as our analysis of the in-orbit test scenario documents. We im-
plemented three mutation operators: (1) deleting an operation call,
(2) modifying the return value of an operation and (3) modifying
the input parameter value of an operation. For mutation operators
(2) and (3), we negate the value if it is boolean, replace it with the
next/previous value if it is from an enumeration, add a constant to
it if it is numeric, and replace it with null if it is a string.

Our fault seeding program generated 781 candidate mutants
based on our seven HITECS specifications. Each mutant contained
one fault seeded by one mutation operator. Some of these mutants
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were not faulty as they were behaviorally equivalent to the unmu-
tated HITECS specifications (i.e., equivalent mutants). For example,
in our context, equivalent mutants were created because there were
some duplicated component operation calls in the original test sce-
narios that carried over to our HITECS specifications. Removing
the redundant statements does not introduce a fault. Following the
procedure proposed by Yao et al. [49], we identified the equivalent
mutants by manually inspecting all the candidates. In our study, 172
out of the 781 generated mutants turned out to be equivalent. We
used the remaining 609 non-equivalent mutants in our experiment.

To answer RQ1, we added to our seven HITECS specifications the
assertions prescribed by our guidelines in Table 7. On average, per
specification, we had 106.1 assertions prescribed by our guidelines.
Recall from Section 6.2 that our HITECS specifications also include
some assertions based on the ad-hoc checks in the textual test
scenario descriptions. We put the ad-hoc assertions and the ones
based on guidelines in separate copies so as to compare them. Note
that the mutation operators do not change the assertions.

We consider two metrics to answer RQ1 and RQ2: (1) mutation
coverage and (2) execution time. We say a HITECS mutant is killed
if JavaPathFinder reports that the mutant violates at least one of
its assertions. For each test case tc, we compute the mutation cov-
erage cov (tc) as the proportion of the number of killed mutants
of tc over the total number of non-equivalent mutants of tc. For
the second metric, we measure the execution time of each run of
JavaPathFinder on each mutant.

To answer RQ3, for each component operation call statement in
our HITECS specifications, we inserted a @SimTime to annotate
that statement. Recall from Section 4.2 that @SimTime has two pa-
rameters record and type. For the record parameter, we analyzed
historical data files from past real-world in-orbit testing campaigns
as described in Section 6.2 and obtained a vector of execution time
values for each component operation call. We specified the type
parameter as uniform (see the example in Figure 5).

We ran the experiments on a computer equipped with a 2.8 GHz
Intel Core i7 CPU and 16 GB of memory.

6.4 Results
RQ1. We applied JavaPathFinder to the 609 mutants containing
ad-hoc assertions and to the 609 mutants containing assertions
prescribed by our guidelines. Table 8 shows the mutation coverage
values, cov, for ad-hoc and guideline-based assertions for each test
case in our study. As shown in the table, the number of killed mu-
tants containing ad-hoc assertions is less than the number of killed
mutants containing assertions based on our guidelines. Specifically,
for all the test cases, while all of the mutants with guideline-based
assertions are killed by JavaPathFinder, only 50% to 86% of the
mutants with ad-hoc assertions are killed by JavaPathFinder.

The answer to RQ1 is that our guidelines help engineers develop
more effective and complete well-behavedness assertions for
HiL test cases compared to when engineers develop assertions
without any systematic guidance.

RQ2. JavaPathFinder was able to conclusively verify all the mu-
tants in our experiments by terminating in less than 25.2s, and either
reporting assertion violations or concluding that no assertion is

Table 8: Mutation analysis results for the seven HITECS
specifications.

tc
# non-equivalent

mutants
# killed mutants cov (tc)

ad-hoc guideline ad-hoc guideline

tc1 90 56 90 0.62 1.00
tc2 63 51 63 0.81 1.00
tc3 57 49 57 0.86 1.00
tc4 99 57 99 0.58 1.00
tc5 97 56 97 0.58 1.00
tc6 91 57 91 0.63 1.00
tc7 112 56 112 0.50 1.00

Live mutants
Killed mutants

0 5 10 15 20 25
Verification time (second)

Figure 11: HITECS verification time for the livemutants and
killed mutants. Box plot: Min-25%-50%-75%-Max.

violated. Figure 11 shows the execution times of JavaPathFinder for
the killed and live mutants separately. On average, it took JavaP-
athFinder 1s to show assertion violations for killed mutants, and
19s to conclude no assertion is violated for live mutants. Further,
it took JavaPathFinder 1.35h and 0.20h to verify the mutants con-
taining ad-hoc and guideline-based assertions, respectively. The
mutants with guideline-based assertions required significantly less
verification time compared to those with ad-hoc assertions because
they included significantly more killed mutants.

We note that the conclusiveness and efficiency of JavaPathFinder
in our context is partly due to the simple structure of HiL test cases.
In particular, HiL test cases are mainly sequential, typically con-
tain few branches and their loops are often bounded with constant
values. Otherwise, the performance of model checkers (such as
JavaPathFinder) may diminish both in terms of speed and conclu-
siveness when they are applied to concurrent code with unbounded
loops and highly branching structures.

The answer to RQ2 is that, for any one of the HiL test cases
in our study, JavaPathFinder conclusively verified all the well-
behavedness assertions in less than 25.2s.

RQ3. To estimate the execution time values of HiL test cases
in our study, we ran each HITECS specification 3000 times, and
created 3000 traces to be used by our simulation algorithm (see
Section 5.2). We selected the number of simulation traces to be
3000 for two reasons: (1) The shapes and the ranges of execution-
time distributions for all of our HITECS specifications started to
stabilize when we used about 3000 simulation runs, and (2) the
95% confidence interval (CI) [20] of the estimated execution time
distributions obtained based on 3000 simulation runs is very small,
i.e., less than +/-1.5% of the mean estimated time, for all of our
HITECS specifications.

Figure 12 compares the estimated execution time distributions
computed by the HITECS simulation framework with some actual
execution time samples for each HITECS specification in our study.
Note that, in the figure, the actual execution time samples are shown
as (red) dots around each distribution. Recall from Section 6.2 that
the sample execution times are extracted from historical data files
provided by our industry partner. We note that due to the confiden-
tiality of most satellite operation information, we were provided
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Figure 12: Comparing the estimated execution time distri-
butions and the actual execution time samples of the seven
HITECS specifications. Box plot: Min-25%-50%-75%-Max.

with only a few historical data files from which at most seven
sample execution times could be extracted for each test case. As
shown in Figure 12, the actual execution time values are within the
maximum and minimum ranges of their corresponding estimated
distributions. Further, our domain experts validated the estimated
distributions for each test case specification in our study.

The answer to RQ3 is that the HITECS simulation framework
provides accurate execution time estimations for HiL test cases.
Specifically, all the actual execution time samples of the HiL test
cases in our study are within the maximum and minimum ranges
computed by our simulation approach.

7 RELATEDWORK
This section comparesHITECSwith the existingmodel-based frame-
works for the specification and analysis of test cases.

The standards that HITECS builds on, namely UTP and Alf,
have been used in many research strands [10, 11, 13, 14, 18, 23,
34, 36, 37]. For instance, UTP has been used as a base language
to specify tests (e.g., Ubtl [23]), and Alf has been integrated into
mainstream MDE tools (e.g., Papyrus [37] and MagicDraw [36]) as
an action language. To the best of our knowledge, HITECS is the
first attempt at tailoring and extending UTP and Alf for specifying
and analyzing CPS HiL test cases. More specifically, the extensions
and improvements that HITECS offers over UTP (see Table 1) have
not appeared in any prior work. The same can be said about how
we utilize Alf for creating executable HiL test case specifications.

The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI)
is responsible for developing standard languages for test specifica-
tion. For example, the Testing and Test Control Notation (TTCN-
3) [42] and the Test Description Language (TDL) [40] are standard
languages developed by ETSI. TTCN-3 is a test specification lan-
guage that has been applied in a variety of application domains
such as telecommunication, transportation, and automotive. TDL
is a language for describing test scenarios to fill the gap between
informally-described test purposes and formally-defined test case
specifications. UTP, which is the basis for HITECS, has been in-
fluenced by the concepts in ETSI standards, particularly those in
TTCN-3. TTCN-3 and TDL, while being industry standards, are both
generic test specification languages. In contrast, we have designed
HITECS by following the paradigm of domain-specific modeling,
with a specialized focus on CPS HiL testing.

Model checking and simulation have been widely used in a
variety of application domains [2, 12, 19, 22, 28]. However, verifying
CPS HiL test cases and estimating their execution times have not
been studied much in the existing work. Naik and Sarikaya [32] use

model checking to verify test cases developed for testing protocols.
In their work, test case behaviors are expressed using extended state
machines, and verified against safety and liveness properties formal-
ized in temporal logic. Our work, in contrast, focuses on ensuring
test case well-behavedness (see Table 5). To this end, we provide
systematic guidelines to help engineers insert well-behavedness
assertions into their test case specifications. Further, unlike Naik
and Sarikaya, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach by
empirically evaluating it on an industrial case study. Aranha and
Borba [6] propose an estimation model for test execution times.
Their approach specifies test cases using a controlled natural lan-
guage (CNL [35]), and estimates the execution times of test cases
based on the size of CNL test case specifications and historical
test execution data. As we argued earlier, estimating test execution
times in the context of HiL testing involves uncertainty due to
environmental factors. Hence, unlike Aranha and Borba, we esti-
mate test execution times as distributions (rather than point values)
in order to account for such uncertainty. Further, our simulation
annotations are flexible and can be used for estimating measures
other than test execution times, e.g., the hardware wearout that
may result from HiL testing. Finally, none of the above approaches
provides a language to make test case specifications amenable to
verification and simulation analysis.

8 CONCLUSIONS
This paper studied for the first time the problem of specifying
and analyzing CPS HiL test cases. HiL testing is a complex and
time-consuming process. To minimize the risks associated with
HiL testing, engineers have to ensure that (1) HiL test cases are
well-behaved, i.e., they implement valid test scenarios and do not
accidentally damage hardware, and (2) the test cases execute within
the time budget allotted to testing. We presented the HITECS spec-
ification and analysis framework, consisting of (1) an executable,
uncertainty-aware modeling language for specifying HiL test cases
and HiL platforms, (2) a verification method to ensure the well-
behavedness of HiL test cases, and (3) a simulation method to esti-
mate the execution times of HiL test cases. We evaluated HITECS
on an industrial case study in the satellite domain. Our evaluation
showed that HITECS helps engineers define complete and effec-
tive assertions for checking the well-behavedness of HiL test cases,
verify the well-behavedness of these test cases in practical time,
and accurately estimate the execution times of these test cases. In
the future, we would like to incorporate further analytical capabil-
ities into our approach, e.g., resource utility optimization during
HiL testing. Another important direction for future work is to per-
form additional case studies in different application domains in
order to more conclusively assess the applicability and usefulness
of HITECS.
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